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The genre of this book is fantasy and action.  

The book is about two best friends who both want a happy ever after. 
However, Agatha is good and Sophie is evil and it is impossible for them both 
to have a happy ever after. Sophie and Agatha both have princes that they 
love but Sophie’s prince is determined to let evil win and have a happy ever 
after. Sophie’s prince is very powerful and brings back old evil villains like 
Captain Hook and The Evil Queen from the dead to kill their old nemeses. It is 
up to Agatha to stop this from happening but the only way this will stop is if 
she gets Sophie to destroy the ring her prince gave her. Sophie has no 
intention of destroying the ring though because she thinks her ever after is 
worth more than old fairy tale heroes’ lives.  

The main characters are Sophie, Agatha, Tedros, Rafal and Merlin. My 
favourite character is Merlin because he can be mysterious at times and I 
also like that his magical hat can produce any type of food when he asks for 
it. One reason why I love this fantastic book is because there are many plot 
twists that make me just want to read on and on. Another reason why this 
book is great is because unlike normal fairy tales it involves death and a 
battle between good and evil. I have now read the first three and have 
already bought the fourth to read. Considering I don’t normally like to read, 
this series has made me sit down for hours not wanting to do anything else 
but read.  

I really do recommend this amazing and adventure packed book to people 
who are aged 11 years old to 14 years old. Out of 10 I would give this book a 
9 and I can’t wait to read the next one in the series. 


